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Editorial 
This month there are two featured articles. The first has been written by 
Brian Messenger and in Brian’s own words: “I always get asked how I 
scratch build my buildings. So now you know.” 
The second subject covered is train wheel bearings also called journals. 
Ship Chandler building for Red Hook Harbor 

 
Photocopy of plan used to build the Ship Chandler kit 
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“When the Builders in Scale kit was released many years ago, I 
purchased it with the intent to add a harbour to my layout someday. The 
kit unfortunately was “lost” in one of our moves to other cities but before 
it was “lost” I was able to make photocopies of the plans which I kept in 
a mailing tube. The ones above are an excerpt from those that I used to 
make the buildings for my current project. 

    
The photocopies were used as templates to make sure that the size and 
shapes were correct before transferring to the wood. These three 
buildings (card stock mock-ups) above right), are what I am going to use 
in the harbour area. First one is a shortened version for the Ship 
Chandler building, second one will be a sail maker and the third will be a 
small restaurant. 

 
From the above templates, they were transferred to Board and Batten 
siding. I only used the wood on three sides of the building because the 
back of it is up against the backdrop (wall) I used card stock for this rear 
wall. It cannot be seen from any angle on the layout. This is where my 
magnetic corner right clamps (made by Rite-Way and available from 
Micro-Mark - Ed) came in handy to hold the building square along the 
bottom edge of it and an elastic band held the top in place. 
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A wood foundation was added to the bottom to bring the building up to 

the right height for the loading dock surrounding it on three sides. The 

windows and doors (from my bits box – left overs from previous kits) 

were cut out and inserted in the appropriate places. When I refer to my 

“bits box”, I actually have two. One is all the leftover bits and pieces from 

kits that I have built in the past which I have either been kit bashed, 

modified or made smaller or larger and the left over pieces put in it. The 

other is where I keep all my casting collection and when I feel like doing 

a small project, I look for a few castings to paint and weather to be ready 

for a future project. The roofs were cut from cardstock and will be 

covered with different materials. 

  
A window box was made from card stock to fit inside the front of the 
building to display the products sold in these premises. The name of the 
owner is derived from my wife’s initials. It was then glued in position 
behind the window frame of the building with clear acetate between the 
frame and the display box. 
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The upper roof was covered with IBR sheets from Builders in Scale cut 

to 8ft X 4ft scale and stuck down with double sided tape. The double 

sided tape works exceptionally well for sticking down metal to card stock 

material. The two lower roofs were covered with Campbell Scale 

corrugated iron sheets also cut to scale 8ft X 4ft size. These were also 

stuck down onto the double sided tape on the cardstock. All the roofs 

were painted with an acrylic rust colour and once dry, were coated with a 

rust coloured powder. This powder is self-adhesive and will not rub off 

with handling.  

 

Next I added the three loading docks around the three sides of the 

building, stressed them and then weathered them before adding the 

details from my bits box to make the building look busy.  Figures and 

dogs were added to give the human element, two old guys taking their 

dogs for a walk decided to do a bit of window shopping. See below.   

Also below, bottom right, the workers are knocking off and heading to 

the bar next door at Red Hook Wharf for a pint or two with their mates. 
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The poor guy at the door has to get all the stock inside the building 
before he can knock off and join his mates for a pint. 
The Ship Chandler is all lit up for the night. I had put lights on the outside 
of the building for a change as there is no detail inside other than a light 
above the inside of the display window. The building is set back on the 
layout therefore the interior cannot be easily seen. 
Woody’s boat rental is still open as old man Woody is waiting for the last 
rental to return, hopefully with a large catch of fish. 

  
Two views of the Ship Chandler building – left from the harbour masters 
office across the harbour and right from the boat repair yard looking at 
the workers knocking off. 
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And just in case you missed it, here is Red Hook Harbor on a moonlit 
night”. 
In the words of the TV programme, in case you were wondering, now 
you know how it’s made! 
My thanks to Brian for granting permission to publish this interesting and 
informative article. This is a quality of work few achieve. To finish off, a 
photo of the next instalment – the sailmaker and restaurant buildings. 
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Train wheel bearings, also called journals 

 
A bogie in the UK, or a railroad truck, wheel truck, or simply truck in 
North America, is a structure underneath a railway vehicle (wagon, 
coach or locomotive) to which axles (and, hence, wheels) are attached 
through bearings. In South Africa, the term bogie is often alternatively 
used to refer to freight or goods wagon (shortened from bogie wagon). 
Just in front of the Museum (Outeniqua Transport Museum – Ed) 
entrance is a complete old-fashion bogie. Some years ago one of our 
member, At, removed the cover of the journal box and showed us the 
extremely simple lubrication then in use. Early axleboxes contained plain 
bearings in which the axle spun in a bed of oil.  
The axle bearings made of a soft white metal called Babbitt were housed 
in a box that used oil-soaked rags or cotton (collectively called "packing") 
to reduce the friction of the axle in the bearing. When the oil leaked or 
dried out, the bearings overheated, often starting a fire that could 
destroy the entire railroad carriage (and wgons coupled to it) if not 
detected early enough.  
The packing and bearing had to be regularly inspected by yard crews, 
and packing was often added at major stops. The journal bearing was 
replaceable, but if neglected, it would heat to a temperature where the 
Babbitt bearing alloy would melt away, leaving the brass carrier riding on 
the steel axle, and result in a "taper journal". This would eventually lead 
to the axle fracturing and the car above falling onto the wheel, or failure 
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of the taper journal, causing the side frame and journal box to fall below 
the level of the rails, either of which could cause a major derailment of 
the train. In the USA, train worker duties consisted partly of inspecting 
the train as it ran by, looking for smoke, sparks, or fire. They would then 
sound the audible report "All Black" to mean the train was not giving off 
any light energy that would indicate combustion or destruction of the 
wheel bearings. If the train worker saw "Red" or smoke, he would alert 
other crew members.  

 
Example of journal bearing 
Modern ball, roller or tapered bearings can also overheat, but the 
likelihood of a roller bearing overheating is usually far smaller than with 
journal bearings. 

 
Example of roller bearing bogie  
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Example of complete roller bearing unit above right 
My thanks to Casey Nootenboom and the Outeniqua Railway Society for 
permission to republish this article which originally appeared in the ORS 
July newsletter. 

 
2D drawing of Deltic DP1power bogie courtesy Peter Jackman 
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Example of a 3D printed Deltic DP1 diesel power bogie. Photo 
courtesy Peter Jackman 
The end 


